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ABSTRACT
There can be little argument that embryo quality is
one of the most critical factors in the success of assisted reproductive techniques. Yet the current methods of grading embryos are subjective at best.
While a number of different groups have described
more qualitative means of assessing embryo quality,
the current standard remains morphology. Morphology has proven a good standard, but it does not
allow for the detection of chromosomal abnormalities
nor can it assess the biochemical status of the embryo
prior to transfer. This laboratory recently described a
method to estimate embryo weight and suggested
weight might be a good indicator of biochemical status. The objective of the present study was to determine the relationship between maternal body composition and embryo weight and determine the influence
maternal chemistry had on embryo development. The
data continue to suggest that maternal body composition, especially body fat, influences the chemical nature of the embryo and may play a critical role in
long-term survival.
Keywords: Embryo Weight; Body Fat; Assisted
Reproductive Technologies; Specific Gravity

1. INTRODUCTION
It is well documented that most assisted reproductive techniques (ARTs) carry significant risk of multiple gestations
[1-3]. A recent report has linked ART and its associated
multigestational outcomes not only with increased infant
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risks, but with significantly increasing the cost of health
care [4]. While in principle it is generally agreed the
solution to this issue in to establish single embryo transfer
(SET) as the norm, there is currently no way to reliably
assess the developmental potential of pre-implantation
embryos conceived via ART.
Currently most programs rely on a combined system of
embryo morphology and development rates in culture to
predict success in vivo [5]. While the system has increased
pregnancy rates [6], it has not proven reliable enough on its
own to move totally to SET, This is due, at least in part, to
the fact that early stage embryos with aneuploidy can
develop in a normal fashion and have normal appearing
morphology [7].
Recently, a number of new approaches have been proposed to provide a non-invasive means of evaluating
embryo quality. These would include, measure of various
metabolites [8-10], glucose utilization [11,12], and a
number of proteomic methodologies [13]. While these methods hold great promise, to date no fully reliable method
has been developed utilize these methods in clinical
embryo assessment.
Previous research has suggested that embryo viability
might be influenced by the chemical constituents of the
embryo [14-16]. Work from this laboratory has suggested
that embryo weight is at least in part a function of its chemical composition and that because of the routine shape
and size of early stage embryos these differences can be
determined using a simple modified specific gravity
technique (SGT) [17]. The object of the present study was
to explore the relationship between maternal body composition, embryo weight and embryo survival with the longterm goals of assessing how embryo weight (composition)
might influence embryo develop and survival, and how this
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might influence pregnancy rates and cryopreservation.

2.2. Experimental Specific Gravity Device

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

In general specific gravity is a non-specific measurement
of density; however, as weight is a function of mass and
mass is a function of density, if shape is controlled (such
as a shape of an embryo), specific gravity can be used to
estimate weight as a function of mass. Therefore, a
chamber was constructed that allowed the visualization
of embryos and embryo shaped substances of known
weight as they “dropped” a known distance. Prior to
dropping embryos through the chamber, borosilicate and
barium-titanate beads (MO-SCI Specialty Products,
L.L.C.; Rolla, MO) of known weight and similar in size
and shape to the mice embryos were dropped through the
device and their drop time to weight ratios used to
establish a standard curve.

2.1. Acquisition of Embryos
Using IACUC approved protocols, three separate experiments were conducted to determine the influence of
maternal body composition on embryo weight. In the
first experiment, embryos were obtained from 6 - 8
weeks old mice from a wild-type CF6F1 mouse (control),
a C57BL/6NCrl-Leprdb-lb/Crl mouse or “Pound Micetm”
(Charles Rivers; Burlington, MA) or its progenitor the
C57BL/6NCrl. The C57BL/6NCrl-Leprdb-lb/Crl, mice
that are homozygous for the mutation lack receptors for
leptin, and can become severely obese, particularly
when fed a specific diet. However, mice with a single
copy of the gene remain relatively lean under similar
conditions, Therefore there were three embryo groups:
the wild-type control, the heterozygous lean C57BL/
6NCrl (lean), and the obese C57BL/6NCrl-Leprdb-lb/Crl
(obese). In the second experiment, embryos were
obtained from only the C57BL/6NCrl or C57BL/6NCrlLeprdb-lb/Crl animals. The mice were either lean or
obese. In the final experiment, embryos were obtained
from the obese mice with average body weights of 30,
40 or 50 g respective.
Prior to collection of embryos, all mice were injected
with 5 mIU of pregnant mare serum gonadotropin
(Sigma-Aldrich; St. Loius, MO), followed 24 h later by
5 mIU hCG (Merck, Whitehouse Station, NJ) and
mating. As these experiments were to examine the
maternal contribution to embryo chemical composition,
all females were mated to wild-type males. This
prevented physical issues with obese types mating and,
according to the supplier, represents the first successful
in vitro recover of embryos from the obese animals.
The animals were weighed and euthanized approximately 24 h after mating in hopes of obtaining 1 or 2
cell embryos. Once euthanized the oviducts were
excised and placed in sterile media in 65 mm culture
dishes (Falcon; Becton Dickinson; Franklin Lakes, NJ).
In the case of the obese animals this was a two-step
process. Once the mouse peritoneum was opened, the
ovary and uterine horn were identified and all tissue,
including significant adipose tissue was removed.
Working under a dissecting microscope (Nikon SMZ-2,
Nikon Inc; NY), the adipose tissue was teased apart to
expose the oviducts which were significantly distorted.
The oviducts were then transferred to a second dish to
excise the embryos. Once identified embryos were
transferred to organ culture dishes with fresh Ham’s
F-10 with 10% serum substitute supplement (Irvine
Scientific; Santa Ana, CA).
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

2.3. Experiment 1
In experiment #1 embryos were collected from 11 mice
(4 control, 4 lean, and 3 obese-a fourth animal was attempted but had no embryos). The mice were weighted
just prior to euthanasia and demonstrated average
weights of 17.9, 22.9 and 49.9 g for the control, lean and
obese mice respectively. One and two cell embryo
weights were then estimated by passing embryos through
the specific gravity chamber. In this initial experiment
once embryos were weighed they were discarded.

2.4. Experiment 2
As experiment #1 demonstrated similar estimated weights for the control and lean mice, experiment #2 compared weights for mice of similar genetics (C57BL/
6NCrl and C57BL/6NCrl-Leprdb-lb/Crl) over time. Embryos were obtained from 7 mice, (3 lean and 4 obese).
Once collected the embryos were measured using the
SGT to estimate their weight and then returned to culture.
The embryos were reweighed and assessed for cell number on days 2, 4 and 6 to determine changes in weigh due
to increases in cell numbers.

2.5. Experiment 3
In the final experiment, embryo weights were estimated
in animals of similar genetics across the weight range
established in earlier experiments. The C57BL/6NCrlLeprdb-lb/Crl mice were mated as they had average
weights of 30, 40 or 50 grams (5 mice per weight group).
Day one embryo weights were then estimated using the
SGT.

2.6. Statistical Analysis
Initial estimated embryo weights were compared to material weights using analysis of variance and Tukey’s
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mean separation test using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (Version 12; Chicago, IL). To remove
variability due to operator error of the timer, all data underwent negative logarithmic transformation prior to
analysis. Data for continued culture in experiment #2
were compared using a two way analysis of variance by
embryo source and time.

3. RESULTS
One-hundred of each of the various weights of borosilicate and barium-titanate beads where dropped through
the system to establish the standard curve. Descent times
were amazingly similar between beads of the same
weight and size with an overall inner-assay C.V. of 4.1%.
As the borosilicate beads were closer in size to the actual
mice embryos, their data were then used to calculate the
final curve. Using the points established by the beads, the
curve was completed by extrapolating points for zero
time and zero weight mathematically and resulted in the
formula:
y  0.4216 Ln  x   2.6334

(1)

where x represented the descent time of the bead/embryo
and y the resultant estimated weight. As expected, the
relationship between weight (density) and time of descent was not linear but curvilinear on a logarithmic
scale (Figure 1). This formula, Eq.1, was then used to
estimate weights in all further experiments.
As designed, there were significant differences in the
average weights of the mice due to either strain or feed
status (P < 0.001). The control mice in experiment #1
averaged 17.9 g ± 1.2 g STD, significantly lower than
the obese mice (49.9 g ± 5.8 g) but similar in weight to
the lean animals (22.9 g ± 2.2 g). Visual observation of
the peritoneal cavity at the time of embryo retrieval
confirmed the increased weight in the obese mice was
due to lipid storage in the form of adipose tissue; in
many cases requiring the modified technique described
in the materials and methods to locate the oviduct. As
suggested from a previous study using the SGT and
confirmed by transmission electron microscopy in that
study [17], there was an overall decrease in estimated
initial embryo weight (one or two cell) associated with
the drastic increase in maternal weight due to the
adipose tissue seen in the obese mice (Figure 2). This
observation appeared to be confirmed by the similar
maternal weights and their associated similar estimation
of embryo weights between the controls and the lean
animals. Further, a second experiment comparing only
the lean and obese mice demonstrated similar results
Figure 3).
In experiment #2 it was found that while the embryos
of the lean animals continue to grow and develop in a
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 1. Development of a standard curve for the estimation
of early stage embryo weights using spherical borsilicant beads
of similar size to mice embryos then mathematically forcing a
zero weight and zero time point to establish an equation for
estimation of embryo weight.

Figure 2. A comparison of one or two cell embryo weights as
determined using a novel specific gravity technique. Embryo
weights do not appeared to be related to the strain of mouse
donating the embryo (CB6F1 verses the leptin receptor intact
C57BL/6NCrl in animals of the same approximate weight but
do appear to be related to body condition of the donor (lean C57BL/6NCrl verses the obese C57BL/6NCrl-Leprdb-lb/Crl).
Means with different subscripts differ at the P < 0.001 level.

normal pattern, the embryos of the obese animals demonstrated significant developmental delays if not stalling
out completely (Figure 4). Interestingly, the lean embryos initial demonstrated a weight loss between days 1
and 2 (possibly due to transformation from a large single
cell to smaller, multicellular embryos) then a steady
weight gain over the remaining culture period (Figure 3)
possible due to the addition of water especially in the
blastocoel cavity of latter stage embryos.
Finally, the relationship between increasing maternal
weight due to the addition of adipose tissue verses
decreasing estimated embryo weight appears almost
linear (Figure 5). This observation might be expected
from the previous study which suggested a higher
incorporation of lipids throughout the embryo cellular
complex.
OPEN ACCESS
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Figure 3. A comparison of estimated embryo weights from
mice with lean and obese body styles over the first 6 days of
development, demonstrating changes in embryo weight with
cellular duplication and reconfiguration of cellular components
water content. Means with different subscripts differ at the P <
0.001 level.

Figure 4. Estimated embryos weights from day-5 embryos with
different cell # obtained from mice with lean and obese body
styles. Later stage embryos were assigned cells # of: morula-32,
early blastocyst-64 and later blastocyst-128, for statistical
analysis.

4. DISCUSSION
There can be little doubt that the oocyte serves as the
major source of cellular components for early stage embryos. Further, it is also well established that changes in
cellular chemistry can have significant impact on cellu
assume that maternal body composition could have an
influence on the membrane and cytoplasmic constituents
of the oocyte and embryo and therefore their function.
Previous research has described the influence of
growth environment on embryo development. It is well
documented that abnormal levels of certain nutrients
influence growth patterns [14-16,18,19] and therefore
might be an important means of assessing embryo
quality in the field of assisted reproductive technologies
[8-13].
The present study describes a novel approach to assess
membrane constituents, specific gravity. Because oocytes and early stage embryos are generally of a consistent
size and shape within any give specie; specific gravity,
which is truly a measure of mass, should also provide a
reasonable estimation of weight.
Using this estimation, it was possible to demonstrate a
relationship between maternal body composition and its
influence on the weight of early (one and two cell)
embryos. Given previous work from this lab which
confirmed that embryos conceived from cattle breeds
with high body lipid content had large deposits of free
lipid droplets in the embryo cellular cytoplasm [17], and
the relative simple metabolic pathways present in
oocytes/embryos, it can be assumed that the presence of
such large amounts of any compound in the cytoplasm
would have distinct influences on cellular processes and
the ability to manipulate those processes during ART
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 5. A comparison of estimated embryo weight between
maternal donors lacking the leptin receptor (C57BL/6NCrlLeprdb-lb/Crl) and with increasingly obese body styles (30 g –
obese, 40 g—significantly obese, 50 g—severally obese) as
estimated by specific gravity. Means with different subscripts
differ at the P < 0.018 level.

procedures. This reasoning is supported in part by the
poor development seen in the embryos derived from the
obese animals.
The new SGT appears to be a potential tool for noninvasive assessment of embryo quality. It is important to
note that if the technique is adopted each media used
would need to be evaluated and a mathematical equation
establish as each of these media has its own specific
gravity which will influence the descent time of the
embryos being tested. However, if an estimation of
weight can be used as a judgment of embryo energy
reserves or embryo developmental potential it might
allow a more quantitative assessment of embryo quality
and increase the chance of success from SET. Alternatively, being able to determine an embryo’s constituent
OPEN ACCESS
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makeup might allow adjustment to cryoprotectants,
lessening the stresses being put on embryos during
cryopreservation and increasing embryo survival rates.
Studies are currently underway with a redesigned SGT
chamber which ensures embryo recovery, to assess
influence of the chamber on embryo development and to
determine if there is a relationship between the estimated
weight of one-cell embryo (most consistent shape) within
a single collected pool of embryos and their eventual
ability to develop to the blastocyst stage and establish
pregnancy.
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